InVest: 52 – Transmutational Shift
On August 30, 2010, I dreamt that as Director of Healing Haven under Hilarion I set out to
make my rounds in visiting and assessing light workers worldwide. My invisible, yet readily
sensed spiritual teacher told me that light workers had gone through a “transmutational shift.”
She showed me the face of a round clock, on which the area between the 7 and 9 had been
highlighted, darkened or colored. She said the “shift” had occurred at this time. She indicated
that some light workers had been able to go through double the transmutation in that time, as
compared with previous comparable time cycles. I awoke.
The dictionary definition of transmute is “to change from one nature, form, species, condition, or
substance into another; to transform.” Two classic instances in Jesus’ life were 1) transmuting
water into wine at the wedding of Cana, which symbolized the changing of one’s personal
vibration into Christ life flow; and 2) his crucifixion and resurrection, transmuting from a third
dimensional, physical body to a fourth-dimensional light body.
In our spiritual growth from mortal to immortal consciousness, we go through such
transformational shifts all the time, although typically not in such dramatic, miraculous ways as
the two examples given above. We are constantly changing.
At times, such shifts are more pronounced than others. Thus, recently, as represented by the 7
to 9 region of the clock, we have gone through such a major change. “7” refers to the 7th power
of imagination that we focused on during July, and “8” refers to the 8th power of understanding
that we concentrated on in August. “9” is the new month of September, in which we enter into
the power of order-organization-system, in which we will manifest the inner shift in an outer way.
Why did the recent shift take place in the last couple months? As always, such shifts are guided,
engineered and directed from the higher planes, from above to below, in a sense by the solar
system scientists. On Earth, we do not know all the reasons, timings and particulars of this.
However, one way we can view this is that starting in July, when we focused on imagination, we
began receiving crystal-clear I Am images, which inaugurated the transmutation in our
consciousness. We saw from above to below, not from below to above. These images came
through our third eye chakra, via our psychic senses and the intuition of our subconscious mind.
In August, we analyzed and understood the many levels, aspects and meanings of the new
images. We did this via our understanding faculty, which manifests via our five physical senses
and the analytical aspects of our conscious mind. We were illumined from above to below.
As I included in my last post, Thomas Didymus spoke of this transmutational shift via NadaYolanda, saying: “Nothing can exist that does not exist already within you as a full-blown image
creation of the spiritual Father-Mother God. Therefore what is on the outer in the Earth plane is
somewhere, somehow related to the inner of you. It is your duty and obligation to learn to relate
the inner experience with the outer manifestation and to employ the outer only until the inner
can be relied upon.”
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Thus, by the end of last month, to one degree or another, light workers underwent transmutation
and shifted to realizing and knowing that their inner experience (new images) had led to outer
manifestation. Rather than focusing on the outer manifestation alone, light workers shifted into
focusing on the inner reality and transmutation process that produces manifestation.
Thus, we went from being a physical, third-dimensional, intellectual scientist to being a fourthdimensional, solar system scientist who operates with knowledge of Divine Mind. We went from
being like Thomas Didymus who did not believe the accounts of Jesus’ resurrection until he saw
and put his hands in his wounds. He underwent a major transmutational shift. He became a
spiritual, solar-system, Christ conscious scientist.
So, think back a couple months. How did you experience this shift from mortal to immortal
consciousness? To what degree and in what way did this occur? Were you confused, upset,
fearful or doubting at times during this period, wondering what in the world was going on? What
kind of outer symptoms did you have that you now realize were a reflection or manifestation of
the change going on in your mental, emotional and astral bodies?
Note too that the shift takes place in the understanding faculty, because it is most involved with
the five physical senses and conscious analysis. This faculty, more so than all others, portrays
or reflects our mortal, individual, personal consciousness. The lesser and limited use of this
intellectual knowledge part of us predominates on the third dimension.
We note a tremendous shift, therefore, when we transmute our understanding quality, such that
we go from mortal, conscious understanding to immortal, superconscious illumination.
As a result of this shift, we now know more deeply, thoroughly, completely and with greater
illumination that we truly are a divine child of God, and that we have a fourth dimensional light
body. Our spiritual nature is more tangible, real and palpable. We have a deeper understanding,
perception and illumination as to how the inner image creation outpictures as the outer
manifestation. We are more intuned with the underlying divine laws that are the bedrock of the
universe. We are less caught up in the mortal morass of third dimensional life.
Now, prepare for manifestation in this 9th month of September as we focus on orderorganization-system, which externalizes via the digestive system, skeleton and skin.
Visualization: See a fourth dimensional, crystal-clear cross of light anchoring into your force
field. The vertical pole comes down through the top of your head, down the full length of your
spinal column, and anchors a foot or so into the ground. The horizontal pole is at the level of
your shoulders. It crosses the vertical pole at the base of the neck.
Be this crystallized cross of Christ light. It is the core structure around which your light body
systematically coalesces and coagulations. Be centered especially in the center point of the
cross where the two poles meet. Do not let yourself be pulled forward into outer thinking and
activity, backward into your soul or subconscious, to either side of you to the East or West. Be
centered in your I Am Self. In this Christ center is the order, organization and system you are to
manifest. So be it.
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